Access for today.
Connected for tomorrow.

From entertainment and telecom in the home
to patient information in healthcare, from
financial data to homeland security, fast and
secure access has never been more in demand.

Our sole focus is to deliver that
access through our expertise
in Passive Optical Networks.

Access for today, connected for tomorrow.
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We have delivered carrier-class optical solutions to our telco customers for
more than a decade. We are now expanding on that leadership, defining the future
of networking across enterprise, government and telecom, keeping people connected
today and, as the world continues to change, tomorrow.
Backed by the strength and stability of Marlin Equity Partners’ $2.6 billion portfolio
and propelled by a renewed commitment to access, Tellabs technology is there,
from the critical last mile to the flexibility of the cloud.

We are the new Tellabs.
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Heritage

A legacy of leadership.
More and more enterprises and government entities are seeing the dramatic
advantages that Passive Optical LANs have over traditional copper-based
infrastructure. Telecom companies have deployed fiber-based networks,
and have trusted Tellabs optical innovation to help them deliver
carrier-grade reliability and performance, for years.

Access for today, connected for tomorrow.

99.999 percent reliability
for more than 10 years
A leader supporting leaders.
Tellabs Optical LAN technology is the backbone
of Verizon’s FiOS and AT&T’s U-Verse voice, video
and data offerings. For these and other carriers,
our solutions have consistently delivered 99.999
percent reliability for more than 10 years. We are
now focused on applying those same performance
standards and optical network expertise to serve
customers in the enterprise and government spaces.
We are proud of our heritage but focused on the
future. Backed by Marlin Equity Partners, our
new owner, we have the financial resources and
long-term commitment to bring that future, an
optical network future, to life.
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Access

The future of networks.
Big data processing and analytics. The virtual desktop. Software-defined networks.
Cloud-based computing. Wireless communications. Smart buildings. The Internet of
Things. These and many other rapidly advancing technological and market forces
are driving CIOs and IT professionals to seek new solutions to help their networks
keep pace. Thus far, the vast majority of these solutions are implemented on legacy
copper local area network (LAN) infrastructure, straining the limits of this decadesold technology’s capabilities.

Optical LANs: a transformative solution

the distance constraints, power requirements and

for a connected future.

heat dispersion issues of copper. They deliver

Passive Optical LANs are dramatically faster, more

increased network security, performance and

efficient, sustainable, cost effective, scalable and
adaptable to future requirements than traditional
copper-based infrastructure. Optical LANs eliminate

operational efficiency. There is no doubt: This is
the future of networks.

Access for today, connected for tomorrow.

Optical LAN:
Clearly Superior.

Optical LAN

Legacy Copper LAN

n

20–30 km reach eliminates closets/IDFs

n

Delivers VoIP or POTS, IP video or

which increase heat issues and power

RF video

requirements

n

100-meter reach limitations,

n

Delivers only IP voice and IP video

longer life, lower energy requirements

n

Requires significant space and materials

n

Physical-, protocol- and user-level security

n

Intrusion possible without a physical tap

n

Immune to EMI/RFI

n

Susceptible to EMI/RFI

n

10+ GbE delivery capability, today

n

10 GbE requires cable replacement

n

Lower installation/operating costs

n

Greener — less space/materials required,

than copper
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Advantage

Connecting.
Today and tomorrow.
Connecting is more than switches and cables. Connecting is expertise, applied.
Whether it’s a home or hospital, corporation or college, hotel or high-security
government agency, Tellabs has that expertise. Tellabs helps customers
connect through Optical LANs that deliver six key advantages over legacy
copper LAN technologies:

Simple.

Stable.

Optical LANs are simpler than copper. There
is less equipment and cabling to house and
maintain. Centralized management makes
changes easier, faster and more cost effective.
Fiber’s ability to converge multiple services into
one medium dramatically simplifies operations.

Optical LANs typically deliver carrier-class
99.999 percent availability. Redundancy
and distribution network options further
protect availability. And optical cabling is
future-proof, with the bandwidth to support
migration to nextgen technologies without
requiring replacement.
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Secure.

Sustainable.

Optical LANs are immune to electromagnetic,
radio frequency and electromagnetic pulse
interference, and far less susceptible to intrusion
than copper. For high-security requirements,
Tellabs All-Secure™ PON solution offers armored
and alarmed fiber with 24/7/365 monitoring.

Optical LANs are far more energy efficient
than legacy copper LANs, consuming up
to 80 percent less power. Fiber-based
infrastructure also requires fewer raw
materials and less plastic, making it easier
to comply with green initiatives, such as
LEED, ENERGY STAR and others.

Scalable.

Smart.

Optical LANs’ endpoint capacity surpasses copper
by a factor of four. Single-mode fiber cable used in
Optical LANs can reach 30 kilometers (18 miles)
without signal regeneration. Superior density
and reach, combined with lower installation costs,
mean maximum scalability.

Fewer electronics, less cabling, no telecom
closets and lower power consumption mean
reduced network costs. Greater density and
reach along with future-proof cable bandwidth
mean scalability to meet future needs. Add
carrier-grade reliability and blackops-level
security, and it’s clear that Optical LANs are
the smart choice.
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Markets

Wherever connecting
is critical.
The advantages of Passive Optical LANs are obvious and they are universal.
While priorities vary, virtually every type of organization with networking needs
can realize the benefits. Tellabs is ideally positioned — and determined — to deliver.
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Enterprise
Enterprise includes a wide range of organizations, from small to midsized
businesses to large multinational corporations. Priorities vary, but most
would rank stability, scalability and security at the top.

Hospitality
Hospitality organizations vary widely from small economy hotels or luxury
boutique establishments to huge convention centers. Guest service quality
is paramount for the vast majority in this market, driving stability to the
top of the priority list, followed by simplicity to support cost effectiveness.

Education
Education spans preschool and K–12, from individual schools to districts,
to institutions of higher learning. With constant funding pressure, players
in this market need simplicity and stability above all.

Government

FINANCE

Government includes Department of Defense
(DoD) and government agencies, state and
municipal governments as well as tax-funded
entities like public libraries and other services.
Particularly at the federal level, security is the
first priority, followed by stability and simplicity.

Finance is another broad market, spanning
everything from banks to insurance companies,
financial exchanges to investment service
providers and others. Network security is the
first priority in this market. Equally important
are stability and, particularly for retail banks,
scalability.

HEALTHCARE

TELeCOM

Healthcare covers the full gamut
from individual hospitals, clinics and
laboratories to large provider and payor
organizations. Stability and security are
critical so, with cost-control mandates,
simplicity is the key priority.

Telecom is no stranger to optical network
technologies, having pioneered their use and
proven their value — delivering extraordinary
stability, scalability and increasing simplicity —
over the past two decades. The next frontier
for telecoms: offering single-source efficiency
and value by providing Enterprise LAN services
to their commercial customers.
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Solutions

Delivering the benefits.
A growing number of businesses and government entities are deploying
Optical LANs. Tellabs is delivering solutions that optimize network performance
and realize fiber’s long list of dramatic, measurable advantages and benefits
compared with legacy copper LANs.
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Representative successful deployments:

Department of Energy
at Sandia National Labs

U.S. Army Network Command
(NETCOM) HQ, Greely Hall

World’s largest Passive Optical
LAN with 60,000 Gigabit
Ethernet ports

World’s largest Secure-PON
deployment

265 Buildings

Ramirez Thomas Elementary
School, Santa Fe, NM
St. Elizabeth Department of
Homeland Security HQ
Baseline 13,000 Gigabit
Ethernet ports, growing to
100,000+

TellabsTM 120W mini
in-wall ONTs in classrooms;
TellabsTM 728GP ONTs
for computer lab
Wireless, data, voice,
CATV, security and building
automation

Tellabs teams are structured to mobilize quickly to meet
your immediate needs, and we are there for you over the
long term, providing ongoing support to get the most out
of the network as those needs evolve:
n

Fiber to the closet or all the way to the desktop

n

Tailored high-availability, enhanced security and
operational efficiency software packages to manage the
network for specific requirements and optimum benefit

n

Professional services and support at every stage of the
network life cycle, from planning and design to installation
and ongoing operation

Guthrie Hospital, Corning, NY
Full-service hospital — ER/
ICU/inpatient/outpatient
Mix of 24-port 1 RU ONT
deployment & 4-port ONT
deployment, 3,000 data ports

City of San Diego
Central Library
Nine-story and 498,000square-foot downtown
architectural icon
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This is the future.
Take the next step.
The benefits of Passive Optical LAN over traditional copper infrastructure are
exciting. Simpler and smarter, more stable, secure, scalable and sustainable
fiber delivers next-level value and performance.
This is technology for when reliability is mission critical, downtime is not an
option and security is paramount. This is technology that works now and
will take you confidently into the future. This is access for today, connected
for tomorrow.
This is our expertise, proven through a decade of performance for telcos.
This is what we can deliver to you. This is Tellabs.

Take the next step. Contact us today.

Access for today, connected for tomorrow.
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Take the next step. Contact Tellabs today.
+1 800 690 2324
+1 630 798 9900
www.tellabs.com
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